CATALYST INSIGHTS
EFFORTLESS SECURITY INTELLIGENCE
Data-driven and dynamic insights to improve
security posture

FIND OUT MORE

WHAT IS CATALYST INSIGHTS?
Catalyst Insights is a purpose-built platform that improves

W H Y C A T A LY S T
INSIGHTS?

your security posture by connecting and amalgamating
numerous sources of critical security and intelligence data
into one simple, navigable pane of glass. Accessed via a fully

•

research before speaking to a

interactive, responsive web portal, Catalyst Insights is the fast,

salesperson

effective and effortless way to future-proof any organisation
•

from cybersecurity threat.

50%* of end users conduct online

93%* of end users want access to
relevant content before making a

Now, partners and end users can:

buying decision

•

Access all their security tools via single pane of glass

•

Monitor internal and external ongoing security

With these needs in mind, we
developed Catalyst Insights for our
partners and their customers. Fully

•

Detect and respond to breaches as they appear

•

Set and receive customisable alert thresholds across

the platform has rich API aggregation

multiple solutions

and a simple to use interface, giving

desktop, mobile and tablet optimised,

visibility of all critical security data
•

Address future cyber security issues as quickly as possible

•

Gain quick access to the latest technologies and services

•

Integrate third-party security tools

across multiple solutions within a
single view. It provides users with
data from numerous security products
and tools which they can’t get from
their own user interfaces. Get a
complete view of your cyber security
posture with Catalyst Insights.
*Marketing study by Kingpin
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WHAT CAN CATALYST INSIGHTS DO?
Collects and correlates breach data

Provides road-tests for security products

•

•

Ignition takes several sources of breach data
intelligence about a company and displays in

(POC) a variety of security products including

a simple drill-down interface. We also cross-

Cylance, Cybereason, C3M, Okta and Duo

check the data against the top 1,000 most-

(Cisco). If a company already has one or more

used passwords. By downloading a simple

of these products in production, users simply

Ignition script from within Catalyst Insights,

configure the relevant API connectors to start

we correlate the data against the company’s

pulling data into the Catalyst Insight’s single

Active Directory data to see which users need

pane of glass.

to change their passwords urgently (due to a
recent breach).
Showcases partner and vendor sales collateral
•

The platform gives users the option to test

Supports vendor “dummy” dashboards
•

Partners may want to add extra vendor
technologies that aren’t already included

Within Catalyst Insights, users can self-learn

in Catalyst Insights. As long as there is an

by accessing videos, datasheets, case studies

easy way to retrieve the data from these

and service line cards covering a range of

technologies (API, web UI, logs etc) then

security vendor solutions, and/or the partner’s

integration is usually a quick and simple

own service offerings. All this happens without

process. The platform creates a “dummy”

the help of a salesperson, saving time, effort

preview to show how the data would visualise

and cost, and allowing the user to view sales

prior to integration.

collaterals when and how they want.

BOOK YOUR FREE TRIAL
Sign up now for your free 14-day trial. To find out more about Catalyst Insights, or to sign up
for access to the free trial, please browse to https://ignition-technology.com/insights. For more
information, email insights@ignition-technology.com.
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